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Animal rights means that animals too deserve certain kinds of consideration—consideration of
what is best for their interests, regardless of whether they are “cute,” or useful to humans, or an
endangered species and regardless of whether any human cares about them at all. It means
recognizing that animals are not ours to use for food, clothing, entertainment, or
experimentation or anything . Animals are born free and have all the rights to live free .

Animal Rights are very important and vital for the growth of humanity , just because we are the
most advanced animals doesn’t mean that we will take things for granted . Animals are a very
important part of the ecosystem and if any animal goes extinct , then it creates an imbalance in
the whole ecosystem .

Conclusion –

Animals too are living beings , Just because they aren’t developed like us should never mean
that we will dominate them . Animals have feelings and emotions , They may not always
express it . Most of the animals are harmless and just want to live peacefully like us . Nature has
given this Earth to Animals , Humans ,  Plants and all the living and nonliving creatures together
. If we try to take everything for ourselves , Then we must be ready to face consequences .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• 500 words Essay On Animal Rights –

What are monsters or devils , according to us ; “ The one who kills innocent people , one who
takes away happiness from others , one who dominates others and torture them without any
reason ” . We are just the same for Animals , A Monster

Animal rights are the beliefs that animals too have the right to be free. Humans use and exploit
animals as their will , which is wrong and is against the rules and balance of nature . Animals
too are living beings but their needs aren’t as complex as ours nor do they need our care to
survive; what they just need is to be free from humans .

There is a great deal of confusion about what Animal Rights means, Many people don’t
understand the simple motive behind Animal Rights movements . They think that It is about
putting animals above humans or giving animals the same rights as humans. Also, animal rights
are very different from animal welfare.

Every conscious being has interests that should be respected. No being who is conscious of
being alive should be devalued to a non living thing or should be dominated or used as a
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resource or a commodity. The base of the idea known as animal rights is a movement to extend
moral consideration to all conscious beings.

Nobody should have to demonstrate a specific level of intelligence to be shown moral
consideration and affection. No one should have to be judged beautiful . No being should have
to be useful to humanity or capable of accepting “duties” in order to be extended moral
consideration. Indeed, what other animals need from us is being free from duties to us.

Understanding What Is “ Moral consideration ” of humans is also important and it is ridiculous
that Animals have to be dependent on moral consideration of Humans , Survival Of the fittest is
the universal rule and as of now , Humans are the fittest and strongest but Animals have their
own separate world independent of us , which many foolish people don’t understand .

Human beings started Domesticating Animals for their own use very long ago . Humans used
sheepskin for wool , Cows and Goats for Milk , Horses and Camels as a means of transportation
, They hunted or raised pigs , rabbits and chicken for their meat . Earlier Human beings had
emotions attached to their domesticated Animals . They didn’t usually harm them and took good
care of them. Although Using Animals as some sort of resource was wrong, now it has become
worse .

Chickens are raised in artificial factories just to be served on someone's plate . Cows are raised
in Farms , From getting birth to dying they are kept in the same farms . Thousands of Animals
are given horrific deaths in the name of experiments , Animals are losing their homes to make
more space for Humans .

Conclusion –

Animals don’t want anything from us , They are living things , They can understand , They can
feel and they can show emotions . They have hearts and are no less than we humans. Anybody
who has a pet knows how important a part of our lives they become when they live with us .
Animal rights is nothing but the birth and moral right of Animals to live free and independent of
Human exploitation.


